
Questions about free will

for use by Young Philosophers

Free will and the real world

1. Do human beings sometimes make free decisions?
2. Is there any evidence for this?
3. Can there be any evidence for this or is it just pure assertion? Do we feel like we make free decisions;

that we have free choice?
4. This subjective feeling, this sense, that we have free choice - is it an illusion?
5. How could you tell?
6. There could be at least two ways of looking at free will:

Free will is an ability to choose between or among or from alternatives.
Free will is the ability to make choices that are not constrained by external factors or forces.

7. How are these different? [Don't be surprised if you don't get a lot of ideas or responses at this point -
this can be something to keep in mind as the discussion progresses further; you can suggest that the
children do this if they come up dry.]

[Brain science] 

1. People do a lot of research about brain chemistry and function. Do you think that if somebody knew
everything about what is going on in your brain right now, that they could predict exactly what you
will choose? Like you could predict what a robot will do if you know all the details of the computer
program that controls it?

If this did happen, and somebody could predict with perfect accuracy what you will choose,
does that make you a robot?

2. Do you still have free choice even though it is possible to predict?
3. If I can predict something does that mean it is predetermined?
4. Scientists who study quantum physics say that we can never predict just exactly what is going to

happen. It is impossible to look at any physical system and be certain exactly what it is going to do
next, and when. Some people say that this happens inside our brains.

If we cannot predict exactly what is going to happen, if we can never know how a person is
going to decide or choose, does this mean they are free? Or are they still not free, but we just
can't know in advance what their determined action will be?

[Social science] 

1. Scientists called "social scientists" study how people's choices are affected by their conditions. It is
definitely possible to change how a bunch of people act - for example, if you advertise products to
them, more people will buy that product.

If you can change how people behave, and choose, using these methods, are the people really
free?
How could you say that a choice, that is influenced, is truly free?

2. [When you say that somebody "makes you" do something, the word for that is "coercion" or "to
coerce."] What about if somebody doesn't just advertise, but actually coerces somebody? Is that free
choice?

3. Does anyone ever live any part of their life, free from all influences?
Can influences be inside you? Like when you know things your parents told you, you should do
or not do?
Have you ever known a child who suddenly "acts just like mom" or dad? For example putting on
a bossy voice and bossing around their little brother or sister?
If they are acting "just like" mom or dad, are they "being like" mom or dad?
Does this mean that they have some of mom and/or dad in them?
Would this be good or bad?



4. Have you ever "heard a voice," not like a real voice in your ear, but like you might be ready to run
out into the street and "something tells you" "Don't do that!"?

5. If you call some "voice" or thing like that an internal influence, then, do we all have them, and can
we say we are ever really free?

[Drugs. Obviously you need to be very careful here. Perhaps caution the children not to share their own
personal stories, for example the times that mom or dad got drunk.]

1. Probably you know that people sometimes drink alcohol. When they do, a lot of their "internal voices"
that tell them not to do things, are silenced. They feel freer to do certain things and act in certain
ways.

Does this mean that alcohol causes freedom?
2. Some people believe that drinking alcohol is a sin.

Are they right?
Why do you think they might believe, or think, or feel this way?

3. Have you ever read the story of Huckleberry Finn? Huck's father in that book is a man who drinks too
much alcohol. He also lives a very free life.

1. If you know the story, discuss this. What does Huck's dad do?
2. Especially, what is the effect on Huck?

4. Is a parent ever truly free? Can your mom or dad just do whatever they want?

Free will and theory

1. Are we physical beings?
2. Are we only physical beings?

Are you more than just a complicated set of organs?
Is your brain more than just a computer? [See more about the computer analogy or conception
of the brain below]

[Compatibilism]

1. Another way of asking this question: If human beings are physical entities, how is free will possible?
2. There is a presumption here - that physical entities are entirely mechanistic; have no randomness or

aberration that cannot be explained by physics, mechanics, electrochemistry, etc. You might call this
idea or presumption "determinism."

Does that seem right? That everything physical is completely determined?
In other words, if there are natural laws, are they always deterministic?

3. Is there a supernatural?
Does this mean God?
Does this mean spooky, creepy stuff, like in scary movies with mysterious forces?

4. Will we ever know every single last tiny detail about how everything works?
If we don't, does the part we don't fully understand equal "the supernatural?"

5. Could it be that somehow, we could be both subject to natural law, but also have free will?
How could this be possible?
Does this "feel right" to you?
Is this a situation where if it feels right to you, you can just live your life that way?
If you do live your life that way, does this make it "your reality?"
If free will is compatible with our being subject to natural law, how might you explain this?

[Incompatibilism]

1. Suppose that genuine free will requires independence from determinism.
Does this mean complete independence?
What might "partial independence" mean?

2. Could genuine free will mean that you have to be completely free from natural law altogether?
3. Suppose that this is true - that in some way or in some area, maybe just a small one, we are

completely free from things like brain chemistry, molecules bumping in to one another, switches and



logic gates inside our brains. In other words there might be a zone or a time or some set of
conditions, in which we are free from natural law.

If that is true, can our non-determined, or "indeterministic," or "lawless" acts can still lie within
our control?
Have you ever felt "out of control?"
Is this really being out of control or does this just mean that some force greater than yourself is
doing the controlling?
What might that force be? [Possible answers could be the devil, instinctual drives,
hormones/brain chemicals, etc.]
How could physical beings, like us, who are at least apparently physical, have these seemingly
magical law-ignoring powers?

4. Is free will in any way compatible with determinism or subjection to natural law? Or could it be?
5. Suppose that all your actions are completely determined, so, you don't really have free will. There is

no real choice, there is no part of you that can escape the programming or chemical or physical
conditions that make you do what you do. You may feel or think like you have free will but you do
not.

How then can your actions be morally judged?
Should we never put anyone in jail because "it was just the XYZ that made them do it?"
If we do put them in jail, should we feel the emotions of contempt, or disdain, or disgust, or
hatred?

6. Why do so many people so strongly resist the idea that everything is determined?
Usually there are two reasons:

It just doesn't feel to us like we are preprogrammed robots - it's part of everyday life as we
know it, that we really do have choices that we can make more or less freely.
If we act like nobody has free choice, then nobody is responsible for anything they do, and
society will break down, since you can't control everything everybody does all the time.

But do either of these arguments really make sense?

[Quantum physics]

[Perhaps give the example of Schrödinger's cat. The Wikipedia article is excellent, though you may need to
understand superposition and the psi-function; these take perhaps 5 or 10 minutes to research and
somewhat adequately understand.]

1. Can quantum reality explain our ability to "break" determinism?
2. Can our choice-power or decision-power somehow "emerge" from lower orders of physical reality?

[You may have to explain emergent powers and functions and their relationship to different orders of
nature]

How could this work? Is Schrödinger's cat an example?
3. Just as you can say that "the brain controls the mind," you could also say that "the mind controls the

brain."
How could this work?
Does it seem impossible?
Isn't this simply part of our normal reality? For example your mind says "arm, raise" and that
makes your neurons fire and so you actually do physically raise your arm?

Free will and theology

1. If God made people in God's own image, then does God have free will?
2. Are humans perfect copies or instances of God?
3. Would or could there be any limits to God's free will?
4. What would be the human limits to our free will?
5. If we get our free will from God's perfect freedom, but our own freedom is limited, then are we not

just "conduits" (or pipes) but actual agents?
6. Consider this. If God is perfect, then God is compelled to choose the best.

Could God choose to be evil?



Could God choose to make it so that murder is a good thing?
If God cannot choose these things, then does God really have free will?

7. If your free will is somewhat God-like or God-derived, then how free are you really?
8. Many religious people often speak of "going against God" or "acting contrary to God's will." How could

this be possible?
9. If God chooses to grant you free will, is God just suspending God's own power in this case, and in

that region of spacetime?
10. Does that mean that in that region of spacetime God is not all-powerful?
11. Are future free actions in principle foreknowable; meaning that you can know them in advance?
12. If you know something will happen in advance, then will there be true freedom in that situation?
13. Another way of asking this: If somebody is going to make a choice in the future:

Could you ever know for certain what they will choose?
Would this foreknowledge mean that their choice will no longer be free? Since it is known in
advance and therefore constrained?
Are there certain ways of thinking about time, that would make it impossible to foreknow?
If it is possible to foreknow, what does that say about the nature of time?
Can propositions about future free actions even be true or false? Or only probabalistic?

What would be required for their truth/falsity?
14. Must propositions, such as those concerning free choice, be "made true" by some grounds?

What could the grounds be for propositions about free (or apparently free) choice in the future?
Can God have access to the grounds for such propositions?
Does God set the grounds? Or did God set the grounds before?
If God orchestrates the future, by setting the grounds or having set them, then are we still
responsible for our acts?

Social justice, computers/computationalism

[Social justice]

1. Does it make sense to treat people as responsible for their own acts whether they are or not?
2. Is this fair?
3. Do we have to do it whether it is fair or not? For example to protect ourselves from murderers?

[Computers, computationalism]

1. Is a computer a "thinking machine" or just a very powerful calculator?
2. Is your brain more than just a computer?
3. If I wrote a computer program designed to simulate a human the first thing I would do, would be to

make it assert that it exists, feels, thinks, etc.
Would this mean that the program really does all those things?

4. If there is such a thing as a soul, or a will, or a self, is that just an illusion that the computer has
about itself?

5. Do you feel like you exist?
6. How do you know?
7. Wouldn't a computer program designed to make a robot act like a human, also claim that it existed?
8. How could you falsify this claim? Or could you?
9. People say that our brains are like the computer, and our minds are like the program. Other people

say that our brains are the computer and our minds are the program.
Are these statements the same?
Do these statements mean mean that our physical brains control all parts and aspects of our
minds?

Consider these differences between a computer program and a human mind:

You can transfer a program easily from one computer to another, but you can't transfer a mind, ever,
from one brain to another.
You can run an infinite variety of programs on any one computer, but only one "program" runs, or



ever can run, on any one human brain.
Software is transparent. I can read off the precise state of the entire program at any time. Minds are
opaque - there is no way I can know what you are thinking unless you tell me.
Computers can be erased; minds cannot.
Computers can be made to operate precisely as we choose; minds cannot.

10. There are lots more differences between a computer program and a human mind, and they are pretty
easy to think up. Do so, and tell us some.

Besides the differences between the workings of a computer and a brain, and a program and a mind, there
is another difference; one of purpose:

The purpose of a computer and a program is to act, or achieve, or perform, or deliver output.
There is more purpose to, or of, a mind. For example, you can say that the mind has the purposes of:

Just "being."
Feeling.
Emoting, having emotions.
Understanding, pondering.

11. Is this true? Are these true, actual, legitimate purposes of a mind?
12. What might be some more purposes of a mind? [Possible answers you may get: "To worship God,"

"To love," "To learn," "To figure things out"]
13. Is feeling different from thinking? Can you be feeling sad, or happy, or in love, or overwhelmed by

something beautiful, but not thinking? Just feeling or experiencing?
14. Are these emotions part of what it means to be human?
15. Do these emotions shape our behavior?
16. Do we ever think about our emotions and then judge what feels and is best?
17. Do we ever act in such a way so that the emotions we expect to experience will be the best ones?
18. How do we choose or decide which are the best emotions? 
19. If a computer told you it was feeling sad, so please don't turn it off and then take it all apart and

recycle it, would you believe it?
20. If you did would that be like committing murder?

This question set assembled by Leo Heska. Concepts, thoughts and questions drawn from a variety of
sources. No plagiarism was intended nor attempted but none of these concepts are new and credit is duly
given to the many people who have discussed this stuff; none of these concepts nor questions are "original
art."
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